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ABOUT HART FOR ANIMALS, INC.
HART for Animals is creating a valuable asset for the citizens, property owners, and visitors to Garrett County—at no
cost to the taxpayers—by constructing and operating an animal adoption center on Bumble Bee Road. The facility will
relieve the pressure on the County Animal Shelter by accepting and finding permanent homes for the over 1,000 adoptable cats and dogs arriving at the shelter annually.
Since its founding in 2003, HART has rescued 6,000 animals
from the County Shelter and transported them to rescue organizations throughout the region. Despite these efforts, an
equal number of animals had to be euthanized due to lack of
shelter space, poor health and behavior.
By constructing the center, HART will eliminate the need to
euthanize adoptable animals and—through its spay/neuter
program—reduce the number of unwanted kittens and puppies relinquished annually. During the past two years, HART
has spayed or neutered over 3,000 animals at its temporary
low-cost clinic in McHenry, resulting in an 18% reduction in
the number of animals turned in to the county shelter.
The new center will also provide 50 good jobs for the community. Its operation will be paid for by the operation of a
full-service boarding spa and a veterinary clinic which will be
part of the new center.
HART has raised over $2 million in funding but needs to
raise an additional $250,000 to equip the facility. HART is
asking for your support and help in reaching its goal. Contributions can be made at www.hartforanimals.org or mailed to
P.O. Box 623, McHenry, MD 21541. Suggestions of possible
corporate support can be sent to mercedes@hartfor
animals.org. All contributions are tax deductible. HART for
Animals, Inc. is a 501(c)(3) charitable corporation. Should
you have any questions about HART for Animals, please
contact the HART Clinic at 301-387-7729.
Mike Pellet, HART for Animals

Your POA board has been very active on
your behalf during the winter “lull” via the
excellent committee efforts on: Membership-over 300 new members, Communications- including updates to the POA website, eblasts, a comprehensive Winter 2012-2013 Dispatch, and pursuit of a comprehensive watershed management capability involving the
Department of Natural Resources, the Department of the Environment, our local government officials and pertinent stakeholders in the lake. The Communications Committee has also
endeavored to clean up and segregate our mailing lists to prevent confusing requests regarding membership renewal.
I urge you to attend the DCL POA General Membership
Meeting which is scheduled for June 22, 2013, at the Garrett
8 Theatres. Refreshments will be served at 8:00 AM and the
general meeting will commence at 8:30 AM. The meeting is
open to all members of the Property Owners’ Association of
Deep Creek Lake, Inc. We promise to keep the meeting moving to allow you to enjoy the expected good weather of this
season.
I am looking forward to seeing you there.
Troy Ellington, President

UNITED WAY
The Garrett County United Way Campaign is underway and the contribution
materials and information are included in your newsletter
mailing envelope. The POA Board of Directors has endorsed
this campaign and encourages POA members to contribute.
Agencies supported by the United Way must provide data
showing specific benefits to Garrett County residents. The
agencies supported and their program descriptions are listed
in the enclosed information sheet.
TM

NOTES FROM JANUARY 28, 2013 POLICY REVIEW BOARD MEETING
There are new rules governing Wake Surfing on the lake as
well as the use of Artificial Ballast on your boat. The allowable length of boats with molded platforms has also changed.
Please contact the Lake Management Office at 301-387-4111
for details on these matters.
The results of the Department of Natural Resources (DNR)
Sediment Study Part II are due by June 30, 2013.

The next PRB Meeting is scheduled for 6:00P M, April 29,
2013 and will be held at the Discovery Center on State Park
Road. All are welcome.
Please see our website for Chairman David Myerberg’s
“Chairman’s Report” as well as the latest Frequently Asked
Questions list concerning Deep Creek Lake prepared by
DNR.
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ARE YOU BEING LEFT OUT OF THE NEWS?
NOT RECEIVING THE EDISPATCH AND EBLASTS?
You, as members of the Deep Creek Lake POA have been
given the choice of receiving the quarterly Deep Creek Dispatch via hard copy (US Mail) or electronically. Electronic
recipients also receive eblasts which contain urgent or time
sensitive news. It has come to our attention that some members are not receiving these electronic options but may want
them. Here is what you can do to once again receive news
electronically or start a new electronic subscription:
Reasons why you may not currently be receiving electronic
newsletter and eblasts but may easily be fixed by you:
1. Your email address has changed. If so, please change it
on our website. See below.
2. Your server is blocking e-mail from Constant Contact.
Unblock it.
3. Your mail box is full. Empty it.

How to change email address, start or restart electronic receipt of eDispatch and eblast:
1. You may have “opted out” by clicking “unsubscribe”
which is located at the end of all eDispatches and
eblasts. Only YOU can opt back in.
2. Please go to our website home page to restart or start
electronic receipt: http://www.deepcreeklakepoa.com
3. The start and restart feature looks like this:

MARCELLUS SHALE INFORMATION UPDATE—(FEBRUARY 12, 2013)
As many of you know, your POA Board established a committee to follow Marcellus Shale discussions, developments, and
activities as these relate to Deep Creek Lake and Garrett
County. The committee endeavors to keep POA members informed, encourages active dialogue among stakeholders, and
intends to constructively engage in the process over time.
A recent E-Blast (January 22) provided information on ongoing developments with an emphasis on legislative actions during the current session of the MD General Assembly. The intent here is to update this information and to highlight selected
developments at both the state and national levels.
Legislative Actions—As of February 6, 816 bills had been introduced in the Senate and 845 in the House. Related to gas and
oil drilling, and to hydraulic fracturing in particular, these include (1) several bills calling for either a conditional moratorium or specifying a broad or selective prohibition, (2) bills
supported by Senator Edwards (SB 766) and Delegate Beitzel
(HB 828) calling for registration of “oil and gas land professionals” (“landmen”), and (3) a series of related bills dealing
with gas pipeline safety (SB’s 602-606). Additionally, a “financial assurance” bill has been introduced by Senator Edwards,
requiring permit holders to provide specified levels/types of assurance to landowners (SB 854; text was not yet available).
Submitted bills calling for either a conditional moratorium or
prohibition include:
• SB 513/HB 341—”Environment—Hydraulic Fracturing
Wastewater—Prohibited Acts”: prohibits specified acts,
within the state, related to the handling of wastewater
(e.g., storage and disposal).
• SB 514/HB 337—”Natural Gas—Hydraulic Fracturing—
Prohibition”: prohibits hydraulic fracturing, in the state,
for the purpose of natural gas recovery.
Note that the widely-publicized “Heather Mizeur bill, calling for
a moratorium until the studies laid out in the Governor’s 2011 Executive Order have been completed, had not yet been introduced
as of February 6. However, a version of this bill may well have
been submitted by the time of Dispatch dissemination.

Further information on the status and content of these and related legislative actions can be found at http://mgaleg.maryland.
gov/webmga/frm1st.aspx?tab=home.
Secretary Summers, MDE, Presentation—On January 17, Secretary Summers presented a Marcellus Shale update briefing
to the Environmental Matters Committee of the Governor’s
safe drilling Advisory Commission. The presentation summarizes both MDE and DNR efforts in support of the Governor’s
safe drilling initiative (e.g., “best practices” study and baseline
water quality sampling, respectively). It also reports on proposed funding to conduct related studies. Further, the briefing
specifically covers:
• The “status of permit applications in Maryland”—states
that permit applications were deemed as “not complete”
by MDE, further information was requested (e.g., site
plans), and all permit applications have been withdrawn.
• The “influences on the pace of drilling”—cites several
factors (currently-low price of natural gas, limited gas
pipeline availability, and the availability of more-profitable “wet gas” as opposed to “dry gas” in other states
(e.g., other saleable products recovered with the “wet
gas”). States that drilling actively has shifted away from
MD to other areas at present.
These points have been the subject of a number of press articles/letters (including in recent issues of the Republican) and
have led to speculation about when and if shale drilling/
“fracking” would occur if permitted. It is simply noted that the
economic situation and the derivative industry motivations
can, of course, change over time.
Secretary Summers’ presentation may be found at http://deep
creekanswers.com/info/marcellus/BriefingonMStoENV1172013v3.pdf
Related; the Ongoing EPA Study of “The Potential Impacts of
Hydraulic Fracturing on Drinking Water Resources”—Although there are a variety of important investigations/studies,
this particular federal activity is highlighted here because it (1)
Continued on page 5
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CAROLYN MATHEWS—DEEP CREEK LAKE MANAGER
Carolyn Mathews has been a Park Ranger with the Maryland Park Service, a unit of the Department of Natural Resources, for over 29 years, and has held a variety of working titles over this time. She has held the title of Deep Creek
Lake Recreation Area Manager here at Deep Creek Lake since 2005 but plans to retire this spring with an effective date
of May 31, 2013. “I couldn’t have asked for a better career—one where I used my background and education towards
creatively providing quality outdoor experiences and environmental education to the public”, she stated recently.
A key challenge she has had, which anyone would have had in her position, is to find the balance in maintaining the lake
and its environment somewhere between “status quo” or where the lake was as many remember it when the state purchased it in 2000, and attempting to keep up with a changing lake as it ages, as well as with new requirements placed on
it by the public, commercial interests, and property owners. She described her office as a kind of property management
office that attempts to protect the State of Maryland’s property insuring all users respect the lake and the property surrounding it while enjoying it at the same time. Fortunately, she has not been alone in her efforts. Carolyn has had the
assistance over time of “…a wide variety of recreation professionals, educators, biologists, and scientists who make up
the Department of Natural Resources as well as people from other state and local agencies, organizations and interested
citizens” in this effort she confirms.
As for the office she will leave this spring, some organizational changes are coming to better focus resources on the
major elements for which the Park Service is responsible locally. Natural Resource Planner Eric Null will be responsible
for Lake Management and Ranger Mark Spurrier will focus on the State Park and the Youghiogheny River. A high level
of customer service remains a key goal for the office going forward.
There has been considerable discussion recently concerning the development of a comprehensive Watershed Management Plan and Carolyn states she is very supportive of this effort. She believes that if a solid conservation ethic runs
through such a plan, it will keep the lake the valuable resource it is.
Carolyn is certain she is moving on at the right time for her after having worked with a variety of high quality people
who are dedicated to protecting and managing our State’s wonderful resources. “Managing the crown jewel of
Maryland’s state park system has been an honor and a privilege,” she says with a broad smile.
Bob Hoffmann

Deep Creek 2014—
WHAT DO THE SUMMERS OF 2014 AND 1989 HAVE IN COMMON?
the 2014 ICF World Championships provides an incredible
opportunity for McHenry, Garrett County and the State of
Maryland to welcome visitors and television viewers from
around the world while garnering global exposure and generating significant economic impact. Maryland is a mecca for
paddle sports, producing many elite competitors and providing a playground for recreational participants. Join us as we
host the best in the world and, in the process, proudly put
Maryland on display.”
In early 2011, Garrett County leaders made their presentation
to International Canoe Federation and in April 2011 the ICF
awarded the 2014 World Championship to Garrett County
over competing entries from Vienna, Austria, and Krakow,
Poland. In 2013 the Worlds will be held in Prague and in
2015 in London. Sandwiched between these major cities is
our humble abode of McHenry and Deep Creek. Mike
Belmonte, past president of the POA and a member of the organizing committee remembers that the 1989 Worlds attracted
more than 600 competitors representing 26 nations. More
than 40,000 spectators attended racing events and the opening
ceremonies.
To learn more about the upcoming ICF Canoe Slalom World
Championships go to the POA website: www.deepcreeklake
poa.com and click on Resources.

In 1989, The United States welcomed for the very first time
on American soil the Kayak/Canoe Slalom World Championships that were held on the Savage River. In 2014 These
World Championships will return to Garrett County, Maryland, and the United States after 25 years!
In 2014, we will welcome the world to the United States,
Maryland, and Garrett County—Again!
The week long competition will be held in September, 2014
and will be the culmination of years of planning and a summer of activities planned in and around the Adventure Sports
Center International. The entire event will be managed and
produced by Deep Creek 2014 LLC whose mission is to deliver the World Championships to Garrett County and also to
craft a vision to use the World Championships as a launch
pad for establishing this region as the Eastern United States
epicenter and hub of adventure sports and outdoor recreations
in order to foster economic development and drive tourism.
For the event, Deep Creek 2014 will partner with the Adventure Sports Center International facility which since opening
in 2007 has hosted 9 major whitewater championships, 5 adventure style competitions and over 60,000 visitors.
The state of Maryland recognizes and supports this undertaking. Governor O’Malley has said: “Winning the right to host
3

WHAT’S IN A STREET ADDRESS?
western or southern border of each state and moves east and
north as that interstate crossed each state. In most states today, the exit numbers are actually the mile post numbers.
The 9-1-1 street numbering system works much the same
way. The numbering along Route 219—Garrett Highway—
starts at the southern point as it leaves West Virginia and runs
north to Route 40 just south of the Pennsylvania border.
20721 Garrett Highway is 20.7 miles north of the West Virginia line. Because it is an odd number the property at that
address is on the left side of the road. 33728 Garrett Highway
is the location of another business on the right side of the
highway and it is 33.7 miles north of the West Virginia line.
Can you name both of these businesses?
The Schnatterly house is located at 3699 Lake Shore Drive, a
street that runs west to east from Mayhew Inn Road to Route
219. So, that home is 3.6 miles east of Mayhew Inn Road and
is on the left side of the road.
The new 9-1-1 dock numbering system works together with
your 9-1-1 street address and lets first responders respond to
an incident on the lake by going to the closest 9-1-1 street address. The dock numbering system starts at the dam and goes
clock wise around the lake. So, the Schnatterly 9-1-1 dock
number is 63186. That’s 63 miles from the dam and the current owner still accesses the lake & the dock in the same area.
These examples demonstrate how the 9-1-1 numbering system
works. So, no matter whose home you are headed to visit, you
can easily locate it once you start onto their road, just by looking at the nearest house number—which should be prominently
displayed. This makes it much easier and safer for first responders, the post office, delivery vehicles and other contractors to locate your home. As for Rural Route 5, Box 209G, it’s
gone the way of Tin Lizzies and Sarsaparilla!
Ed Neff

Do you wonder how people found their friend’s home at the
lake when their ‘official’ address was Rural Route 5 Box
209G, Oakland, MD 21550? Do you know why there are so
many hand painted name signs nailed to trees at side roads
leading down to the lake? Did your friends give you directions that read more like a treasure hunt? Is your home still
referred to as the Schnatterly house, even though they sold it
40 years ago and there have been a couple of other owners
over the years? A national initiative begun in the early 70’s
set up a standard street numbering system called the 9-1-1 address system and was introduced to Garrett County residents
in the early 90’s.
Two street numbering systems are in wide use today. In metropolitan areas the numbers are often based on cross streets
and sections of the city - think Washington, DC or New York
City. In rural areas a different approach was taken and was
based on named streets and mileage. Garrett County, like
many areas, combine both systems with the metro numbering
in towns like Oakland and the rural 9-1-1 numbering for the
rest of Garrett County.
Yes, people still hang signs on trees and people still direct
you to the Schnatterly house, but now there is the 9-1-1 numbering system providing specific numerical address on a
named road. The system was designed so that emergency services could easily locate your home and respond to a call for
help. Not only first responders but also delivery services
quickly locate your house and your friends now find reaching
your home much easier.
Here’s how that numbering system works. First, think about
the numbering, mile markers and exit numbers on most interstate highways. The numbering of the interstate highways
starts on the west coast with odd numbers and moves east for
north/south interstates. The even numbers start in the south
and move north for east/west interstates. Mile post 1 is on the

TRIVIA
We came across this Wisp brochure from the 1958-1959 ski season and thought
you’d be interested in making some comparisons with what Wisp is today. Besides
the obvious change in rates there have been considerable changes to the resort and
the overall recreation experience. There are now 32
trails, 13 lifts that can move 12,600 skiers an hour,
a state of the art $3M snowmaking system that can
lay down over 1 foot of snow in 24 hours, snow
tubing, ice skating, and a mountain coaster that
make Wisp’s winter recreation experience, as the
old brochure states, “the thrill of your life”.
While we’re back in 1959 let’s look at some other
trivia: the average new house cost $12,400, a gallon
of gas cost 25 cents, Alaska and Hawaii became
states, the Barbie doll was launched, the Boeing 707 comes into service, the microchip is
invented, the plane crash tragedy termed “The Day the Music Died” occurred, I was in
the 8th grade, and the St. Lawrence Seaway is completed, Batista flees Cuba, and the US
launches the first weather station into space.
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HOW YOUR POA DUES ARE USED
The POA was founded in order “to enable property owners at
Deep Creek Lake to promote, preserve and protect the quality
of life, environment, recreational opportunities and historic areas in, on and around Deep Creek Lake, Garrett County,
Maryland.” 100% of the dues paid go to support the mission
as stated.
The entire board of this non-profit POA is made up of volunteers. The major outlay of dues goes to support projects which
will protect the lake environment, increase services and
thereby benefit the members.
Examples of organizations/projects supported by the POA are:
Volunteer Fire Departments, Garrett Memorial Hospital, Automatic Emergency Defibrillators for emergency vehicles, gypsy
moth spraying in lake areas not serviced by the state, communication devices for the Maryland Natural Resources Police
and token recognition of POA members who have made major
contributions to the life at the lake.
Recently, the POA provided funding in support of a Department of Natural Resources Study of the causes of sedimentation in the lake. Out of this study will come recommendations
for minimizing future sedimentation as well as analysis of the
existing sediment to determine if it contains any toxic substances.
In addition the POA has sponsored workshops where various
environmental and local groups worked with lake representatives to assess the quality of the lake and develop plans to improve it.

The next largest cost for the POA is communication with the
members to keep them abreast of happenings at the lake and
the work of the board. This category includes printing of the
newsletter, maintaining a web page and sending special emails
or “e-Blasts” on subjects affecting the members and the lake.
Meetings of the membership and the board are the next highest cost, because of the light refreshments served at each.
There are also costs involved in maintaining the mailing list
and the processing of over 1,300 dues payments annually.
In some years costs actually exceed the amount raised from
dues. However, in most years there is some excess money
which is put into a savings account as a reserve for future unexpected expenses. In past years the POA on behalf of its
members has fought legal battles which can be very costly.
Examples of some of these legal proceedings have been challenges to unwise development, the proper design of the sewer
system and finally the protection of the property owners’ interest when the lake was sold by the power company.
The volunteers that make up the Board of Directors continue
to focus on supporting those projects that will protect the lake
environment and increase or refine those services that will
benefit the membership. In this way, the large number of concerned property owners in the POA, with their judicious use of
funds, have made major improvements in the services around
the lake and will continue to insure the future quality of the
lake and its surrounding land.
Tom Myers, Treasurer

MARCELLUS SHALE INFO
Continued fom page 2

is arguably the broadest-based, most scientifically-oriented effort addressing the full range of “water issues” (actually going
beyond drinking water per se) and (2) is scheduled for completion at roughly the same time as the MDE/DNR/Advisory Commission reports tasked by the Governor (2014). It addresses water issues ranging from initial acquisition for drilling/”fracking”
purposes, through chemical mixing and well injection, to wastewater treatment and/or disposal. The study plan includes a retrospective look at drilling activities and impacts in four areas
around the country, including 2 counties in PA (Bradford and
Washington). The methodology includes technical roundtables/
workshops and a formal peer review process.
Further information, including an interim progress report emphasizing issue identification and study methodology, can be
found at: http://www.epa.gov/hfstudy/ This home page also
provides access to a particularly informative (and brief)
webinar presentation.
Tutorial Information—For those who have both an interest in
and a need for tutorial, there are obviously a wide variety of
sources on the web. These include a Wikipedia discussion of
“Hydraulic Fracturing” and a YouTube video explanation of
“Horizontal Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing”.
Comments and questions—along with views and “facts”—are
of course welcome. Please address these to John Quilty, chairman of the POA Marcellus Shale Committee, at
jquilty@mitre.org.
John Quilty

Should you require further information, please call
the office of Mr. John Nelson, Director, Planning
and Land Development at 301-334-1920.
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POA BOARD MEMBERS

Morgan France .................... ’15 ....................... 301-616-5097
silverdagger@gmail.com

John Quilty ........................... ’13 .................... 301-387-2499
jquilty@mitre.org
Krista McGowan .................. ’14 .................... 301-698-2312
Secretary
kristamcgowan@verizon.net
W. Tom Myers, Treasurer .... ’14 .................... 301-387-9162
tom@mountaineerlog.com
Ed Neff ................................. ’14 .................... 301-387-5449
neff.ews@gmail.com
Chris Nichols ....................... ’15 .................... 301-387-5134
dimesy23@gmail.com

Katheryn Gemberling ......... ’13 ..................... 301-387-7404
VP Planning
kgember@aol.com

Gary Shafer .......................... ’15 .................... 301-616-9940
rxshaf@yahoo.com

Bob Hoffmann ..................... ’13 .................... 301-387-4839
rahoffmann93@gmail.com

Karen Smith ......................... ’15 ..................... 301-387-0251
karen@st-law.com

Scott Johnson ...................... ’15 ...................... 301-387-8547
sboyumj2@verizon.net
Ed King ............................... ’14 ...................... 301-387-5702
ed.king@longandfoster.com

Robert Sutton ....................... ’14 .................... 301-387-4957
rsutton166@comcast.net
Roger Titus ........................... ’13 .................... 301-344-0052
Senior VP
rwtitus@hotmail.com

Lou Battistella ..................... ’13 ....................... 301-387-2094
Lbatt859@aol.com
Tom Craven ......................... ’15 ....................... 301-387-6202
tom_craven@hotmail.com
Susan Crawford .................... ’13 ..... scrawfor7@verizon.net
Troy Ellington, President ..... ’14 .................... 301-387-9232
troyellington@verizon.net

CHRISTIAN CROSSING THRIFT SHOP—2 W. First Avenue, Loch Lynn
The Beginning In 1997, people of compassion in our community seized upon an opportunity to establish and operate a collection/distribution facility for donated household items to be
sold for nominal amounts to our citizens of limited means and
given to those in critical need.
This idea was discussed with social service providers, service
organizations and pastors, among others. Out of these discussions came heightened awareness of the need as well as the
even stronger commitment to fulfilling this need within our
community.
Garrett Cooperative Ministry, Inc. was formed as the vehicle
through which an array of existing organizations and individuals could work in concert to make this vision a reality.
Seed money was given by Coldwell Banker Deep Creek Realty,
and in May, 1998, Garrett Cooperative Ministry purchased the
property at 2 W. First Avenue, Loch Lynn. Doors opened for
business on August 1, 1998. An addition was built in 2003.
How It Works Christian Crossing Thrift Shop is, in a sense, a
recycling center!
The Shop accepts usable donations of furniture, clothing,
housewares, toys, appliances, books, electronics, etc. Volunteers sort the hundreds of bags and boxes containing clothing,
household items, toys, books and AV items, sporting goods,
plus appliances, furniture, electronics and more that are donated to the Thrift Shop each year. Other volunteers prepare
them for display, set up and maintain displays, and assist with
many other varied tasks throughout the store.
Sources of income are the sales of the donated items and private contributions. No workers, officers, or directors are paid.
After monthly maintenance expenses are paid, remaining
funds are divided. Half is set aside for capital improvements,
and the other half is available for cash assistance on behalf of

individuals in crisis situations or for programs designed to
prevent families from getting into crisis situations. Applications for this monetary assistance are handled through a designated individual at Garrett County Community Action or the
Health Department.
Annually, $50,000 to $80,000 is provided to those who are
recommended for monetary assistance. Additionally, furniture
and household items are provided at no charge to those among
us who have lost possessions due to fire or flood.
Primary Mission While the primary mission is to improve the
quality of life for those with limited means as well as those in
critical need, everyone is invited to shop at Christian Crossing.
How Can You Help?
• Shop at the Christian Crossing Thrift Shop. Many fine items
are available.
• Donate your used items in good condition to Christian
Crossing. (hours below)
• Hitch your truck to their trailer and pick up donated furniture, etc, from those unable to bring large items to the store.
Pickup times are arranged between driver and donor.
• Ask about volunteering at the store—men and women are always needed.
The Future A larger structure is being planned to occupy the current site, allowing more space for display, preparation and parking.
Hours Of Operation For Purchasing And Donating Hours are
Tues and Thurs 10-1, Thurs 5-7, and 1st and 3rd Sat 9-12. Anyone
who wishes to donate usable furniture, appliances, household
items, clothing, electronics, books, toys, sports equipment etc.
in good condition may bring them to the store during these
hours. If you have large items you are unable to haul, volunteers
may be able to pick them up. Call 301-334-6339.
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